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Thank you all for being there at this
time. Thanks you for loving my
family. Momma loved FFHBC so
much! I want to thank the “kitchen
crew” for the wonderful meal you
provided also. Keep an eye on Daddy.
Becky Thomas
Just knowing that in countless ways
our family
family and friends are with us,
makes the way easier.
Thank you.
Ron Thomas and Family
Ronnie, Becky and Jamie
SENIOR SPOT LIGHT
Mary Helen Caudle
300 Royal Towers Drive
Homewood, AL 35209
Gwen Godfrey
3517 Lorna Road Apt. 315
Birmingham, AL 35216

Our Prayers go out to
the family of
Jackie McMurry
in the death of her husband Phil
Church Phone Number 205-780-6621
205

SECURITY PATROL

AM – Charles Marlow
PM – Bob Key and
Earl Robins

Bro. Ed’s Epistle
"Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of His might."
Ephesians 6:10
We are living in a dangerous world. There are multiple threats to us that are
very real. It was the same way when Paul wrote to the Ephesians. Yet, he
could encourage them to be strong, knowing that we can be victorious rather
than be victims of evil.
evil The key is the source of overwhelming strength.
It is not found in our own power, but in God's power. The word Paul used to
describe God's might literally means power without limit that He is willing
to use in our behalf. What a mighty God we serve. I look forward to
worship and fellowship with you this week. Keep trusting our mighty God.

October Events
Kathleen Mallory Mission Offering
In Memory of Clara Boockholdt

We’re going to be praying for our country during the month of October

HARRY’S HEARTBEAT - Two Visions of Peace
Two Artists were each asked to create a painting that illustrated peace. The first artist painted
a beautiful scene of a field in the country on a spring day. Flowers and foliage dotted a lush
green landscape illuminated by a bright sun in a clear sky.
The second artist created a portrait of a seaside cliff with rocky, jagged edges. The water was
choppy, and the sky was filled with dark clouds. A streak of lightening descended from the sky
to the water. Battered trees along the cliff were bent under the force of the winds of the
coming storm.
The scene did not appear to embody anything peaceful. Yet, tucked into the crevice of the cliff
were two little birds safe in their nest. They appeared untouched by the forces of nature raging
around them.
Ass I thought about this, life is much like the scenes in both paintings. Notice, it mentioned a
coming storm. Also notice that God had already prepared a place of peace for the two little
birds. In our lives we can also see peace, beauty and harmony in nature. Also, peace can be
found in the stillness we possess, through Jesus, when all of a sudden our world is turned
upside down. If we stop and think, God had already been preparing us for our storm.
Psalm 107:29

See you every Wednesday and Sunday!
Sunday I love you,

Harry

